
INTEGRATED 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
Quality, environment and social responsibility



Since 1919, we have been committed to offering our customers excellent products that

represent a contemporary approach to a tradition that began almost 100 years ago: a

continuous path that has combined master craftsmanship with an industrial process,

supported by ongoing innovation.

Innovation, however, is not only researching new shapes, materials or aesthetic solutions.

Working towards fostering ethics and protecting the environment is, perhaps, one of the most

important principles of innovation. Innovation is everything that constitutes an advantage and

value.

Today, Fedon is a major Group that cannot fail to focus not only on customer needs but also

on the environment and the health and well-being of its workers: hence the continuous

pursuit of solutions and certifications that reflect the company's constant commitment to its

stakeholders.

We have chosen to pursue this commitment using tools that enable us to manage corporate

complexity by improving efficiency, but also and primarily by fostering conduct, organisational

measures, and integrated and virtuous procedures that steer management towards those

principles of ethics and responsibility that shape and give substance to our strategic decisions.
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In 1919, in a small workshop in the Cadore region - a long-standing eyewear

district - the founder, Giorgio Fedon, began the artisanal production of

spectacle cases, made entirely by hand.

In the 1930s, the company began exporting its products, expanding into

international markets.

When leading fashion labels entered the eyewear world in the 1980s, granting

eyewear manufacturers a licence to use their brand names, Fedon began

supplying spectacle cases not only to opticians but also to eyewear

manufacturers, thus becoming a benchmark for the sector. This led to the

establishment of the OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) division

dedicated to this new market.

In 1998, the shares of Giorgio Fedon & Figli S.p.A. were placed on the Paris

Stock Exchange. In the following years, four new factories were built in Italy

and a company was taken over in Romania, specialising in the production of

spectacle cases and leather goods.

In 2008, the company started an important diversification process into the

leather goods sector with the brand Fedon 1919, focusing on developing

leather goods for work, travel and leisure.

In December 2014, Fedon was listed on the AIM market of the Milan Stock

Exchange and, in those years, the company increased its packaging products

for the world of luxury accessories.

In 2019, Fedon celebrated its 100-year milestone with a book entitled 100

Years Young 1919 -2019 dedicated to the history of the company, its

employees and the Eyewear District.

An increasing focus was given to sustainability, thus becoming a strategic

corporate asset. New eco-design spectacle cases were made of materials with

a low environmental impact.

All European plants committed to using electricity from renewable sources. All

company plants, European and non-European, obtained SA8000, ISO 9001

and ISO 14001 certifications. Eco-Lab, the Fedon in-house analysis laboratory,

was established. Since June, Fedon has belonged to the Essilor Luxottica

Group.
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Fedon is now an international group, a world leader in producing and

marketing spectacle cases and accessories for the eyewear sector, with

production sites and sales offices in Europe and beyond.

With more than 700 employees, and 500 million spectacle cases produced

in the last 10 years, Fedon offers a wide range of customisable products to

meet the needs of all its customers. Rigid, soft, sewn and thermoformed

EVA spectacle cases, sprays, microfibre or elastane bags; each product is

designed, manufactured and customised to the brand's specifications.

Custom-made luxury packaging, spectacle cases and accessories for the

eyewear and leather goods industries. The Fedon product range has

expanded over time while maintaining the same core production and desire

to create innovative, functional and elegant solutions to embrace dreams

and ideas.
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Within its integrated management system Fedon applies a policy

based on the following principles, which the entire organisation is

committed to respecting.

Customer satisfaction
To encourage and consolidate the loyalty and appreciation of its

customers, Fedon is committed to offering unique products and an

efficient service based on loyalty, transparency and professionalism.

Compliance with regulations
The indispensable principle of Fedon is to comply with the laws and

regulations in force in Italy and in all the countries where it operates.

Environmental Protection
Fedon is committed to safeguarding the environment and

contributing to the sustainable development of the territory, also

through technological innovation and constant monitoring of

company processes, as well as identifying industrial solutions with low

environmental impact.

Enhancing human resources
Fedon supports the professional and personal development of its

human resources, rejecting any form of exploitation and

discrimination while guaranteeing freedom of association and

expression, with the greatest respect for individual dignity.

Protecting the health and safety of workers
Fedon fosters a culture of prevention and is committed to constantly

implementing risk assessment and management and to removing any

causes that may endanger the health and safety of its employees.

PRINCIPLES
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In order to be acknowledged as the best player in the industry, Fedon

not only fulfils the requirements of applicable mandatory regulations

(e.g. Legislative Decree 81/08, 196/03).

Fedon pursues its goal of certification to UNI EN ISO 9001:2015,

SA8000:2014 and UNI EN ISO 14001:2015 standards for the design,

production and marketing of spectacle cases and leather goods.

As for the production site in Lugoj (Romania), its scope is limited to

producing spectacle cases and desk and travel accessories.

In choosing to align its activities with voluntary standards, such as

those mentioned above, the company has chosen to apply an

integrated management system that allows it to:

• Keep its processes and compliance with the requirements of the

different standards and regulations under control;

• Strengthen the relationship with its stakeholders, showing its

concern for the health and well-being of its workers, and

environmental and social issues.

Compliance as a competitive element, a key factor in a 

continuously expanding sector.
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Fedon has grouped its processes into three macro categories:

• Management processes, which govern and coordinate

relations with stakeholders regarding organisation;

• Operating processes, i.e. the group of activities involved in

producing and marketing Fedon products;

• Support processes, which manage in-house resources and

provide support for core processes.

Through its integrated management system, the company

defines shared rules of conduct and responsibilities for every

one of them, documenting them in policies, procedures and

operating instructions.

The processes that Fedon has identified for its integrated 

management system

PROCESSES
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Fedon measures the features of its products by subjecting them

to rigorous tests and inspections intended to ensure excellent

characteristics for its customers in terms of aesthetic appeal

and functionality.

The company also greatly focuses on evaluating the

performance of its processes.

The integrated management system provides the company with

tools for collecting and selecting data to check compliance with

the objectives and strategies established by the management.

Such data are the result of monitoring process performance

and also demonstrate compliance with the mandatory and

voluntary regulations with which Fedon has decided to align its

activities, such as:

• performance indicators;

• customer satisfaction;

• employee feedback;

• aspects concerning environmental management

(e.g. atmospheric emissions, noise);

• the quality of relations with suppliers.

Fedon not only measures the products it makes but also its 

own performance
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Giorgio Fedon & Figli S.p.A.

Head office:

Via dell'Industria 5/9

32016 Alpago (BL)

ITALY

www.fedongroup.com
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